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and
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ARE THERE"DOUBLE RELATIVE
CLAUSES"IN KOREAN?

Chung-hyeHan
Simon Fraser University
Jong-Bok Kim
KyungHee University

It has been claimed that Korean allows the relativizationof another
relative clause, deriving the "double relative clause." The presence
of "double relative clauses" has led some researchersto argue that
Korean relative clauses do not involve any operatormovement, but
insteadinvolve a mechanismsuch as unselective binding (Sohn 1980,
Y.-S. Kang 1986), where an operatorbinds variables in situ. In this
squib, we argue that there is no true "double relative clause," thus
no real threatto the operatormovement analysis for relative clauses
in Korean. More specifically, we propose that "double relative
clauses" are derived from double nominativeconstructions,through
relativizingthe firstnominativeNP thatoriginatesfrom an IP-adjoined
position. Given our analysis, "double relative clauses" are not instances of island violations, and the operatormovement analysis for
relative clause formationin Koreancan thus be maintained.
1 Issues
In Korean, the main verb in a relative clause is inflected with an
adnominal morpheme -(n)un (glossed as ADN), which indicates that
the clause is modifying a noun. The head noun occurs to its right,
Koreanbeing a head-finallanguage. An example of a relative clause
with a subject gap is given in (1).
(1)

e ppang-ul mek-nun] ai]
e bread-Acc eat-ADN kid
'the kid who is eating bread'

[NPtIP
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dardly assumed that there is an empty relative pronoun operatorin
Spec,CPthatis syntacticallyassociatedwith a gap in the relativeclause
(see D.-W. Yang 1989, H.-K. Yang 1990). The relative clause in (1)
can be structurallyrepresentedas in (2) (throughout,English words
are used in tree structuresfor convenience). The syntactic relation
between the empty operator and the subject gap is instantiatedby
coindexation.Under the operatormovement analysis, the subject gap
ei is a trace of the empty operatorOpi.1
NP

(2)

CP

NP

Opi

NP

IP

NP

ei

kid

VP

NP

V

bread-Acc

eat-ADN

"Double relativeclauses," however,pose a problemfor the operator movement analysis because they appearto involve relativization
of anotherrelative clause: For instance, in (3a) the object NP that is
associated with kangaci-ka ('dog-NOM')has relativized and then the
subjectNP that is associatedwith ai 'kid' has relativized('dog' is the
subject of 'die'). The problem for the operatormovement analysis is
caused by the subjectgap (ei): it appearsto be a traceleft by an islandviolating movement out of anotherrelative clause. This is illustrated
in the tree structurein (3b).2
(3) a.

[RC,[RC2

ei ej cohaha-nun]kangaci-kajcwuk-un] aii
ei e. like-ADN

dog-NoMj

die-ADN

kidi

'the kid [RC, whoi the dog [Rc, whichj ei liked ej]
died]'
'the kid who the dog which [he] liked died'
1
See J.-B. Kim (1998) for a nonmovementanalysis of Koreanrelative
clauses that posits no empty operatorat all.
2 When representingrelative clauses in the rest of the squib, we leave
out the empty relative pronounoperatorand directly coindex the head noun
and the gap in the relative clause for the sake of simplicity. We also simplify
the tree diagramsto save space.
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b.

NP

NP

RC1

VP

NPsubj

RC2

ei ej like-ADN

NP

V

dog-NOM

die-ADN

kid1

More examples of "double relative clauses" are given in (4).
(4) a.

[RC,[RC2 ei ej tha-ko tani-nun] cha-kaj

mesci-n]
drive-ADN car-NOMj stylish-ADN

ei ej ride
sinsai
gentlemani

'the gentleman[RC, whoi the car [RC2whichjei is driving
ej] is stylish]'
'the gentlemanwho the car that [he] is drivingis stylish'
b.

[RC[RC2 ei ej kackoiss-nun] khemphwute-kaj

ei ej have-ADN
Mac-i-n]
kyoswui

computer-NOMj

MaC-COP-ADN professori

'the professor[RC, whoi the computer[RC2whichjei has
ej] is Mac]'
'the professor who the computer which [he] has is [a]
Mac'
Because of examples like (3a) and (4), some have taken an unselective bindingapproachto the analysisof relativeclauses in Korean.
Undersuch an approach,the gaps in the relativeclause arepronominal
variables and are bound by the empty operatorin situ (Sohn 1980,
Y.-S. Kang 1986). This approachthen predicts that there should be
no island effects in relative clauses. However, there are many cases
where island effects are clearly observed, as illustratedin (5) (see
D.-W. Yang 1989, H.-K. Yang 1990).
(5) a. *[John-i
John-NOM

[CNP[kangto-ka
ei hwumchy-ess-tanun]
thief-NoM ei steal-PAST-ADN

sosik-ul] tul-un]

posek1

news-Acc hear-ADNjeweli

'the jewel whichi John heard [CNP the news that the
thief stole e1]'
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b. *[wuli pan haksayng-i [CNP[eikapcaki mikwuk-ey
our class student-NOM ei suddenly America-to
ka-n] sasil-ul] mola-ss-ten]
sensayngnimi
gO-ADN fact-ACC nOt.knlOw-PAST-ADN

C.

teacheri

'the teacherwhoi a studentfrom our class didn't know
[CNP the fact that ei suddenly went to America]'
ku namca-lulei manna-ss-ki
*[[AC John-i
John-NoM that man-Acc ei meet-PAST-NOMINAL
ttaymwuney]Sue-ka hwakana-n] sikani
time,
because
Sue-NoMbe.angry-ADN
'the time wheni Sue was angry [Ac because John met
that man el]'

An object and a subjecthave relativizedout of a complex NP (CNP)
in (5a) and (5b), respectively, and an adjuncthas relativizedout of an
adjunctclause (AC) in (5c).3
Anotherpossible approachis to say thatthe problematicgap in the
lower relativeclause is an empty resumptivepronounwhose licensing

3 An anonymousreviewer suggests that the examples in (5a-b) are degradednot because of a violation of a grammaticalprinciplebut because of a
difficulty in processing. As a supportingargument,the reviewer shows that
the acceptabilityof similarexamplesimproves(thoughthey are still not perfect)
if the nominative case markeron the higher subject is replaced with a focus
particle (a delimiter) -man 'only' and/or an adverb is inserted between the
subject and the complex NP.

(i) ??[John-man(papokathi)[CNP [kangto-kaei hwumchy-ess-tanun]
John-only foolishly
thief-NoMei steal-PAsT-ADN
sosik-ul] mos tul-un] poseki
news-Acc not hear-ADNjeweli
'the jewel which foolishly only John didn't hear the news that the
thief stole'
The reviewerfurtherarguesthateven when islands are not at stake,relativization of an embedded subject over a higher nominative-markedsubject is
degraded, and that the acceptabilityimproves if the nominative case on the
subject is replaced with -man.
(ii) a. [nay-ka [ei chencay-lako] sayngkakha-nun]ku salami
I-NoM ei genius-COMP think-ADN
that personi
'thatpersonwho I think is a genius' (cf. the reviewer'sjudgment:
*?)
b. [na-man [e1chencay-lako] sayngkakha-nun]ku salami
I-only ei genius-coMP think-ADN
that personi
'that person who only I think is a genius'
We, however, have reasons to doubt that the unacceptabilityof (5a-b) is a
mere processing effect. First, the unacceptabilityof (5a-b) contrastssharply
with the acceptabilityof (3a) and (4). Second, out of 10 native speakers of
Koreanwe consulted,9 speakersjudged (5a-b) to be unacceptable.If processing difficulty alone were at work, we would expect more variability among
speakers. Third, all the native speakers we consulted judged (iia) to be as
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conditions are not subject to movement constraints.4This approach
appearsto be supportedby the fact that the problematicgap in (3a)
and (4) can be replaced with an overt pronoun,althoughthe result is
slightly degraded.
(6) a. ?[RC1[Rc2ku-kai ej cohaha-nun]kangaci-kaj
he-NOMi ej like-ADN

dog-NOMj

cwuk-un] aii
kidi

die-ADN

'the kid who the dog which [he] liked died'
b. ?[RCj[Rc2ku-kai ej tha-ko tani-nun] cha-kaj
he-NoMiej ride drive-ADNcar-NOMj
mesci-n] sinsai
stylish-ADNgentlemani
'the gentlemanwho the carthat[he] is drivingis stylish'
c. ?[RC[Rc2 ku-kai ej kackoiss-nun]khemphwute-kaj
he-NoMi ej have-ADN

Mac-i-n]

computer-NOMj

kyoswui

Mac-COP-ADN professori

'the professor who the computerwhich [he] has is [a]
Mac'
Given that resumptivepronounsare shown to "amnesty" island
effects when an extractionhas occurredfrom an island (Kroch 1981),
it seems reasonableto suspect that something similar might be going
on in "double relative clauses." If, however, the resumptivepronoun
strategy is available to rescue the relativizationof another relative
clause, it should also be available to rescue the relativizationof complex NPs and adjunctclauses. But such a resumptivepronounstrategy
does not appearto be readily available in these cases, as evidenced
by the unacceptabilityof (5a-c). Further,unlike the problematicgap
in "double relative clauses," the gap in (5a-c) cannot be replaced
with an overt pronoun,as illustratedin (7).5

perfectly acceptableas (iib), contrathe reviewer'sjudgments.This shows that
the unacceptabilityof (5a-b) has little to do with the putativeprocessingdifficulty caused by the relativization of an embedded argumentover a matrix
nominative-markedsubject.We do not yet clearlyunderstandwhy manipulating
examples such as (5a-b) in certain ways improves grammaticalityfor some
speakers, as in (i). We will revisit this issue in footnote 5.
4 We thank an anonymousreviewer for raising this question.
S Although the unacceptabilityof (5a-c) indicates that the resumptive
pronoun strategycannot be used in the analysis of these examples, this does
not mean that Koreanrelativeclauses never make use of resumptivepronouns.
In fact, the improvedacceptabilityof (i) in footnote 3 could be takento suggest
that insertionof a focus markerand adverbssomehow makes it easier for the
resumptivepronoun strategy to apply to island-violatingrelative clauses. All
these facts show that the use of resumptivepronounsin Korean (if possible)
is highly restricted,subjectto many syntacticand discourseconstraintsnot yet
clear to us.
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(7) a. *[John-i

ku-kes-uli
ICNP[kangto-ka

John-NOM

thief-NOM it-ACCi

hwumchy-ess-tanun]sosik-ul] tul-un]
steal-PAST-ADN

news-AcC

hear-ADN

poseki
jeweli

'the jewel whichi John heard [CNP the .news that the
thief stole iti]'
b. *[wuli pan haksayng-i [CNP[ku-kai kapcaki
our class student-NoM
he-NOMisuddenly
mikwuk-ey ka-n] sasil-ul] mola-ss-ten]
America-togO-ADN fact-ACC not.knOW-PAST-ADN
sensayngnimi
teacheri
'the teacherwhoi a studentfrom our class didn't know
[CNP the fact that hei suddenly went to America]'
ku namca-lulkuttay,
C. *[[AC John-i
John-NoMthat man-ACCtheni
ttaymwuney]Sue-ka
manna-ss-ki
Sue-NOM
because
meet-PAST-NOMINAL
hwakana-n] sikani
be.angry-ADN
timej
'the time wheni Sue was angry [AC because John met
that man theni]'
The resumptivepronounapproachthenraisesthe questionwhy relative
clauses differfromotherislandenvironmentswhenit comes to relativization, taking us back to our original problem of "double relative
clauses.'6

So far, we have shown that island effects attested in relative
clauses provide strong evidence for the operatormovement analysis,
but also that this analysis cannot handle "double relative clauses."
We have also shown thatresortingto the resumptivepronounapproach
does not help in resolving the problembecause underthis approach,
we are led to the conclusion that only relative clauses freely allow

6 Another way of avoiding the island effects is to assume that Korean
allows the subject of a relative clause to be genitivized if the relative clause
describes a characteristicpropertyof its head NP as assumedby M.-Y. Kang
(1988) and D.-W. Yang (1989). Within such a system, the subject is first
adjoined to the CP and then moved out of the relative clause, avoiding the
violation of Subjacencyor barrierhood.One serious question that arises from
such an analysis is how to define the notion "characteristicproperty." See
section 3 for our discussion of a similar semanticanalysis set forth by Na and
Huck (1993). Also see J.-B. Kim 1998 for more detailed discussion against
such a genitive account.
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resumptivepronouns,while they are very restrictedin other islandviolating contexts. In section 2, we briefly discuss two other analyses
of "double relativeclauses": Han's (1992) syntax-basedaccount,and
Na and Huck's (1993) semantics-basedaccount.We then presentour
analysis in section 3, where we providean alternativesyntaxthatdoes
not involve relativizationof anotherrelative clause.
2 Previous Analyses
2.1 Han 1992
Han (1992) points out two restrictionson "double relative clauses."
First, the double relative clause formationis possible only when the
lower relative clause is in subject position, as in (3). An example of
an illicit case where an NP has relativized out of a relative clause in
an objectpositionis given in (8a) (with the correspondingtreestructure
in (8b)).
(8) a.

wuli pan haksayng-i [RC2ei ej ip-un]
our class student-NOM ei ej wear-ADN
yangpok-uljpo-ni sinsai
SUit-ACCj see-ADN gentlemani
'the gentleman [RC, whoi a studentfrom our class saw
the suit [Rc2 whichj ei wore ej]]'
'the gentleman who a student from our class saw the
suit which [he] wore'

*[RC,

b.

NP

NP

RC,

VP

NPsubj

student-NoM

V

NPobj

NP see-ADN

RC2

eiej wear-ADN

gentlemani

SUit-ACCj

Second, a nonsubject NP cannot relativize out of another relative
clause, as illustratedin (9a) (with the correspondingtree structurein
(9b)). The example in (9) is degradedbecause an objectNP has relativized out of the relative clause RC2, leaving the gap ej.
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(9) a. ??[RC,[Rc2ei ej khiwecwu-n] ai-kai
ei ej keep-ADN

cwuk-un]

kid-NoMi die-ADN

kangacij
dog
'the dog [RC, whichithe kid [Rc, whojej keptei died]]'
'the dog which the kid who kept [him] died'
NP

b.

NP

RC1

VP

NPsubj

RC2

ei ej keep-ADN

NP

dogj

V

kidi die-ADN

Han (1992) argues in the spirit of Huang (1989) that in Korean
relative clauses, the subject gap is a base-generatedpro and is constrainedby Huang's generalized control theory, which states that an
empty pronominalshould be coindexed with the closest nominal element. Han furtherargues that the object gap is a variable left by the
movement of the empty operator.Accordingly, (8a) is ungrammatical
because the presence of a closer potential antecedentwuli pan hakblocks the subject gap from being
sayng-i 'our class student-NOM'
coindexed with the head noun sinsa 'gentleman'. Crucially, the ungrammaticalityof (8a) is not caused by an island violation.In contrast,
(9a) is ungrammaticalbecause the object gap is a variable(trace) left
by the movement of the empty operatorout of anotherrelativeclause,
which is an island violation.
However, there are problems with Han's analysis. For instance,
we can constructgood examples where nonsubjectNPs do appearto
have relativizedout of anotherrelative clause. Example (9a) becomes
perfectly acceptable simply by changing the first head noun ai 'kid'
to cwuin 'owner', as illustratedin (10).
cwuk-un] kangacij
(10) [Rc,[Rc2 ei ej khiwecwu-n] cwuin-ii
owner-NoMi die-ADN dogj
ei ej keep-ADN

'the dog [Rc, whichi the owner [Rc, whoj ej kept ei died]]'
'the dog which the owner who kept [him] died'
Furthermore,Han's proposalwronglypredictsthat subjectrelativizationof a complementclause will be unacceptable,since the matrix
subject counts as a potentially closer antecedentof the subject gap.
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For instance,(11) shouldbe ungrammaticalbecause the matrixsubject
Mary is a potentially closer antecedent for the gap ei, blocking the
coindexationbetween ei and the head noun ku namca 'that man'. But
clearly, (11) is well formed.
(11) [RC[Mary-ka [ei chencay-lako]malha-n]] ku namca,
Mary-NoMei genius-coMP say-ADN that mani
'the man that Mary said is a genius'
2.2 Na and Huck 1993
Na and Huck (1993) propose accountingfor violations of Subjacency
in relative clauses throughthe applicationof an interpretivecondition
called the ArgumentCondition.
(12) ArgumentCondition(Na and Huck 1993:200)
A relative clause must contain an element E that the clause
predicatessomething of, where E is either
a. a gap coindexed with the clause head, or
b. a nominal whose denotationis thematicallysubordinate
to that of the clause head.
Accordingto Na andHuck, "X is thematicallysubordinateto an entity
Y iff Y's having the propertiesit does entails thatX has the properties
it does" (1993:194). Na and Huck classify this thematicsubordination
into five relations:part-whole (e.g., cover vs. book, voice vs. man),
quality-to-entity(e.g., use vs. tool, color vs. eyes), conventional(e.g.,
car vs. man, dog vs. girl), hierarchical (e.g., parentvs. child, doctor
vs. patient), and taxonomic (e.g., apple vs. fruit, chair vs. furniture).
These classifications are the centralpart of their analysis.
Na and Huck's analysis accounts for the (un)acceptabilityof a
wide range of island-violatingrelative clauses. In (13a-b), the gap ei
in each example is coindexed with a nominal that is not the head of
the minimal complex NP containing the gap-thus violating clause
(a) of the ArgumentCondition.Each of them also violates clause (b)
of the ArgumentConditionbecausethe headnounof the higherrelative
clause and the nominal within it are not in a thematic subordination
relation.Meanwhile,exampleslike (3a) and (4) are acceptablebecause
of clause (b), even though they do not conform to clause (a). For
instance, in (3a) there is a "thematic (i.e., conventional) subordination" relation between the head ai 'kid' and the nominal kangaci
'dog'. The semantic relationshipbetween the head nouns involved
thus determinesthe grammaticalityof "double relative clauses."7

7Na and Huck (1993:203) note that their ArgumentCondition is rather
differentfromthe variousversionsof the SubjacencyConditiongiven by Chomsky (1981, 1986) in that it is "antecedent oriented." The condition tells us,
given a clause head, where to look for a gap or a thematically subordinate
nominal.
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(13) a. *LRC
[RC2ei ej ilkkoiss-nun]ai-kaj
ei ej read-ADN

pappu-n]

kid-NoMj buSy-ADN

chayki
booki

'the book [RC, whichi the kid [RC2whojej is readingei]
is busy]'
b. *[Rc,[Rc2ei ej ponaycwu-n] salam-ij
Seoul-ey
ei e, send-ADN

person-NOMj Seoul-Loc

iss-nun] senmwuli
be-ADN

presenti

'the presenti[RC,whichi the person [RC2whoj sent e
ei] is in Seoul]'
Na and Huck's analysis is insightful in factoring out semantic
and pragmaticeffects from complicated Korean relative clauses as
well as in providing an account for differences between English and
Korean.However, a wider range of data reveals counterexamplesto
their analysis.
(14) a.

eps-nun]
ei ej kapo-n cek-i
experience-NoMnon.exist-ADN
ei ej gO-ADN
talnala-kaj kuliw-un] Tomi
[RC[RC2

moon-NOMj

miSS-ADN

Tomi

'Tom [RC, whoi misses the moon [RC2 wherej ei has
never been ej before]]'
'Tom who misses the moon where [he] has never been
before'
b. [RC,[RC2 ei ej ticainha-n] phyoci-kaj tangsentoy-n]
ei ej design-ADN cover-NOMj select-ADN

C.

ku haksayngi
that studenti
'that student [RC, whoi the cover [RC2whichj ei designed ej] was selected]'
'that student who the cover which [she/he] designed
was selected'
[RC2 ei ej ssu-n]
*[RC, John-i
sosel-ulj
John-NOM

ei ej write-ADN novel-Accq

Mary-eykeycwu-n]

cakkai

Mary-DAT

writeri

give-ADN

'the writer [RC, whoi John gave the novel [RC2whichj
ei wrote ej] to Mary]
'the writerwho John gave the novel which [he] wrote
to Mary'
In the grammaticalexamples (14a) and (14b), there is no thematic
subordinationrelation between talnala 'moon' and Tom or between
phyoci 'cover' and haksayng 'student'. Moreover, although the two
nominals in (14c), sosel 'novel' and cakka 'writer', are in a thematic
subordinationrelation, the example is unacceptable.These examples
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show thatsomethingmoreis at workin determiningthe grammaticality
of "double relative clauses" thanjust the semantic relationshipbetween the head noun of the higher relative clause and a nominal element within it.
3 Our Proposal
3.1 Double Nominative Constructions
We propose an analysis of "double relative clauses" that crucially
dependson the availabilityof double nominativeconstructionsin Korean, as illustratedin (15).
(15) a. Ku ai-ka
kangaci-kacwuk-ess-ta.
that kid-NoMdog-NoM die-PAST-DECL
'As for that kid, the dog died.'
b. Ku sinsa-ka
yangpok-i telep-ta.
that gentleman-NOM
SUit-NoM dirty-DEcL
'As for that gentleman,the suit is dirty.'
In terms of interpretation,the first nominativeNP is in a certain
semanticrelationwith the second nominativeNP, the exact natureof
which is determinedby pragmaticimplicature.For instance, sentence
(1Sa) is about a kid, and it implies that the dog that died belongs to
the kid. Sentence (15b) is about a gentleman, and it implies that the
suit that is dirty is worn by the gentleman. Such double nominative constructionscan only be formed with stative verbs or adjectives
(Y.-J. Kim 1990). They cannotbe formedwith activityverbs,as shown
in (16).
(16) *Ku ai-ka kangaci-kacic-ess-ta.
that kid-NoM dog-NoM bark-PAST-DECL
'As for that kid, the dog barked.'
Syntactically,we assume that the second nominativeNP and the
predicateform an IP, and the first nominativeNP is adjoinedto this
IP (see J. Yoon 1986, J.-M. Yoon 1989, Heycock and Lee 1989,
J.-B. Kim 2001, and references therein for discussion of the syntax
and semantics of multiple nominative constructions in Korean). A
supportingargumentfor this assumptionis thatthe second nominative
NP and the predicatecan by themselves form a complete sentence, as
shown in (17).
(17) a. Kangaci-kacwuk-ess-ta.
dog-NOM

die-PAST-DECL

'The dog died.'
b. Yangpok-i telep-ta.
SUit-NoM

dirty-DECL

'The suit is dirty.'
Moreover,the two nominativeNPs can be separatedby an adverb,as
shown in (18). This fact rules out the structurewhere the first NP is
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adjoinedto the second NP as a possible structurefor doublenominative
constructions.
sasil kangaci-kacwuk-ess-ta.
(18) a. Ku ai-ka
that kid-NoM frankly dog-NoM die-PAsT-DEcL
'As for that kid, frankly,the dog died.'
onul yangpok-i telep-ta.
b. Ku sinsa-ka
that gentleman-NOM
today SUit-NOM dirty-DEcL
'As for that gentleman,today, the suit is dirty.'
The adverbplacement fact indicates that there is a position available
for adverbsto adjoin between the two nominativeNPs. If we assume
that the second nominativeNP and the predicatecompose to form an
IP, the adverbcan adjoin to this IP. The structureswe assume for the
double nominative sentences in (15) are given in (19). For convenience, we will refer to the position for the first nominativeNP as the
IP-adjoinedposition.
IP

(19) a.

NP

IP

kid-NoM

NP

VP

V

dog-NOM

died
b.

IP

NP

gentleman-NoM

IP

NP

suit-NoM

VP

V

be.dirty
Importantly,the first nominativeNP in double nominativeconstructionscan be relativized.Examples are given in (20a) and (20b).
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(20) a.

ei [kangaci-kacwuk-un]] aii
ei dog-NOM die-ADN kidi
'the kid whose dog died'
b. [Rc ei [yangpok-itelew-un]] sinsai
ei SUit-NOM dirty-ADN gentlemani
'the gentlemanwhose suit is dirty'
[Rc

Moreover,the relativizationof the firstnominativeNP involves operator movement, as evidenced by the fact that it is subject to island
constraints(21).
(21)

Sue-ka papokathi[CNP ei yangpok-i telep-tanun
Sue-NoM foolishly
ei SUit-NoM dirty-ADN
sasil-ul] molu-nun]
sinsa,

*[RC

fact-Acc not.know-ADN gentlemani

'the gentlemanwho Sue foolishly does not know the fact
that his suit is dirty'
3.2 Proposed Analysis
We propose that the source sentences for "double relative clauses"
are double nominativeconstructions,wherethe second nominativeNP
containsanotherrelativeclause thathas an empty pro thatis coindexed
with the first nominative NP. This is illustratedin (22a) (with the
correspondingtree structurein (22b)).
(22) a. Ai-kai

[RC

kid-NoMi

proi ej cohaha-nun]kangaci-kaj
proi ej like-ADN

dog-NOMj

cwuk-ess-ta.
die-PAST-DECL

'As for the kid, the dog that he liked died.'
b.

IP

NP

IP

NP

kid-NOMi

RC

VP

NP

V

proiej like-ADN dog-NoMj died
The relative clause in (22a) essentially specifies how the second
NP is semanticallyrelatedto the first NP. In this case, the referentof
the second NP ('the dog') is something that the referentof the first
NP ('the kid') likes.
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By relativizingthe first NP in (22a), we derive the relative clause
in (23a) (with tree structurein (23b)). Underour analysis,the problematic gap in the "doublerelativeclause" originatesfromthe IP-adjoined
first nominative NP position, and not from the subject position of a
relative clause. Hence, no island violation has occurred.8
(23) a.

ej cohaha-nun] kangaci-kaj
proi ej like-ADN
dog-NOMj

[RCe ei [RC2 proi

ei

cwuk-un] aii
die-ADN

kidi

'the kid whose dog which he liked died'
b.

NP

NP

RC,

NP

IP

NP

ei

RC2

proi ej like-ADN

kidi

VP

NP

dog-NOMj

V

die-ADN

Examples (4a-b) and (14a-b) are derived in the same way, as a
correspondingdouble nominativesource sentence can be constructed
for each of them.
(24) a. Ku sinsa-ka
cha-ka mesci-ta.
that gentleman-NOM
car-AcCstylish-DECL
'As for that gentleman,the car is stylish.'
b. Ku kyoswu-ka
khemphwute-kaMac-i-ta.
that professor-NOM
computer-NOMMac-coP-DECL
'As for that professor, the computeris [a] Mac.'
c. Tom-i
talnala-ka kulip-ta.
TOm-NOM moon-NOM miSS-DECL

'Tom misses the moon.'
d. Ku haksayng-i phyoci-ka tangsentoy-ess-ta.
that student-NOM
cover-NOMselect-PAsT-DECL
'As for that student,the cover was selected.'

8An anonymousreviewer has broughtto our attentionthat H.-K. Yang
(1990) proposed a similar analysis within the notion of barrierhood.See
H.-K. Yang 1990 for details.
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The pro we posit in the lower relative clause as in (23) is not a
resumptivepronoun,but a regularpronounthat is subject to general
coreferenceconditions on pronounsindependentlyat work in Korean.
For example, a pro in an embedded clause can be coreferentialwith
the matrix subject, as in (25a).
(25) a. Ai-kai [RC proi ej cohaha-nun]kangaci-luljttayly-ess-ta.
proi ej like-ADN

kid-NOMi

dog-Accj

hit-PAST-DECL

'The kid hit the dog he likes.'
IP

b.

VP

NP

NP

kid-NOMi

RC

proi ej like-ADN

V

NP

hit

dog-ACCj

This, then,is why the prosubjectof cohaha-nun'like-ADN' in the lower
relativeclause can be coreferentialwith the IP-adjoinednominativeNP
in (22) and (23a).
One piece of evidence for postulatingthe presence of pro in the
lower relative clause comes from the possibility of replacingthis pro
with an overt pronominalor a reflexive, as illustratedin (26).
(26) a. Ku cakka-ka [[ku-ka/caki-ka ej ssu-n]
the writer-NoM he-NoM/self-NoM
ej write-ADN
sosel-ij] manh-ta.
novelj

many-DEcL

'As for the writer,the novels he/himselfwrotearemany.'
b. [RC, e; [Rc2 ku-ka/caki-ka ej ssu-n]
sosel-ij
ei

he-NOM/self-NoM

ej write-ADN novel-NOMj

manh-un] cakkai
many-ADN writer1

'the writer who the novels that he/himself wrote are
many'
Accordingly, we now have an explanationfor why overt pronounsin
(6) arepossible, in contrastto (7). The pronounsin (6) are not resumptive pronouns.They areregularpronounscoindexed with the extracted
IP-adjoinedfirst nominativeNP.
An even more compelling piece of evidence comes from the fact
that the pro position in the lower relative clause can be filled with a
nonpronominalelement thatis not coreferentialwith the first nomina-
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tive NP, as in (27). These examples also show that the coreference
requirementin the "double relative clause" is pragmaticin nature:
given a propercontext, an example that violates this requirementcan
be constructed.
(27) a.

ei
sosel-ij

talun salam-i
ej mollay ssu-n]
other people-NOMej secretly write-ADN
manh-un] cakkai

novel-NoMj

many-ADN writeri

[RC, ei

[RC2

'the writer who the novels that other people wrote in
secret [for him] are many'
b. [RC, ei [Rc2 John-i
ej pillyekass-ten]
John-NoM ej borrow.away-ADN

ei

os-ij

cciceci-n]

clotheS-NoMj

torn.up-ADN gentlemani

sinsai

'the gentleman who the clothes John borrowed [from
him] were tom up'
What about the cases in which an object NP seems to be able to
relativizeout of anotherrelativeclause, as in (10)? Underour analysis,
the source sentencefor this is a double nominativeconstructionwhere
the second nominativeNP contains a relative clause and this relative
clause has a pro object that is coindexed with the first nominativeNP.
An example double nominative source sentence for (10) is given in
(28a) (with the correspondingtree structurein (28b)).
(28) a. Ku kangaci-kaj[Rc ei proj khiwecw-n] cwuin-ii
that dog-NoMj
ei projkeep-ADN owner-NOMi
cwuk-ess-ta.
die-PAST-DECL

'As for that dog, the owner who kept him died.'
b.

IP

NP

IP

NP

dog-NoMj

VP

RC

NP

V

ei projkeep-ADN

owner-NOMi

died

By relativizingthe first nominativeNP, we derive the relative clause
in (29a) (with tree structure(29b)) with no island violation.
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(29) a.

cwuk-un]

[RC, ej [RC2 ei proj khiwecwu-n] cwuin-ii
owner-NoMi
ei proj keep-ADN
ej

die-ADN

kangacij
dogj
'the dog who the owner who kept [him] died'
NP

b.

NP

RC1

IP

NP

VP

NP

ej

dogj

RC2

NP

V

ei proj keep-ADN

owner-NoMi

die-ADN

Underour analysis, (9a) (repeatedhere as (30) with our proposed
structuralanalysis) is degradednot because of the syntax but because
of the interpretation,which is constrainedby pragmatics,(30) having
the same syntax as (29a).
(30)

??[RC

ej [RC2ei projkhiwecwu-n] ai-kai
ej

ei proj keep-ADN

cwuk-un]

kid-NoMi die-ADN

kangacij.
dogj

'the dog which the kid who kept [him] died'
While it is easy to establish a relationbetween dog and owner (as in
(28a)), it is not so easy to do so between dog and kid without any
contextualinformation.9

9 A revieweraskswhyanapparent
gapin anislandin doublenominative
canbe treatedas a pronouncoindexedwiththefirstnominative
constructions
NP, whilea similarstrategyof coindexinga gapin an islandanda headnoun
of a relativeclausecannotworkforexamplessuchas thosein (5). Thatis, if
in (ia) is possiblewithcoindexingbetweenthe firstnominative
the structure
NPanda pronouninsidean island,thenwhyisn't(ib)possibleas a derivation
fortheisland-violating
examplesin (5)?Thereviewernotesthatthisasymmetry
in ouranalysis,statedas in (ii).
revealsan assumption
implicitlypresupposed
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3.3 FurtherSupportingArguments
Ouranalysispredictsthata "double relativeclause" cannotbe formed
if a relevant double nominative constructioncannot be formed as a
source. This predictionis borne out throughthe restriction(see Han
1992) that double relative clause formationis possible only when the
lower relativeclause is in a subjectposition. In orderto forma "double
relativeclause" when the lower relativeclause is in an object position
as in (8a) (repeatedhere as (31)), the source double nominativeconstructionwould have to be formed with a transitivepredicate, as in
(32). But doublenominativeconstructionscannotbe formedwith transitive predicates. Accordingly, "double relative clauses" cannot be
formed when the lower relative clause is in an object position.
(31)

wuli pan haksayng-i [Rc, ip-un]
yangpok-ul
our class student-NOM
wear-ADN SUit-ACC
po-n] sinsa

[RC,

see-ADN gentleman

'the gentlemanwho a studentfrom our class saw the suit
which [he] wore'

(i) a. [RC ... ti (first nominativeNP) . . [island. .. pronouni ... ] ...
head nouni
b. [RC ... [island ... pronouni...] ...] head nouni
(ii) The head noun (or the empty operator)of a relative clause cannot be
coindexedwith a regular(null or overt)pronouncontainedin an island,
while the first nominative NP in a double nominative construction
can be.
But our analysis is not based on this assumption.The fact thatin a double
nominativeconstruction,a pronounin an island can be coindexed with the first
nominative NP is part of a largerpatternhaving to do with how the relation
between pronounsand their antecedentsis established.In general, a pronoun
in an island can be coindexed with a precedingNP, as in (iiia). And as in (iiib),
a pronouninside an islandcan have the gap of a relativeclause as an antecedent,
and in this case, the head noun and the pronounare coindexed indirectly.
(iii) a. John-uni [island Sue-ka ku-luli cohaha-n-tanunsasil-ul]
John-TOPi

Sue-NOM he-Acci

like-PRES-ADN

fact-Acc

molu-n-ta.
not.know-PRES-DECL

b.

'John does not know that Sue likes him.'
Sue-ka ku-luli cohaha-n-tanunsasil-ul]

[RC ti [island

ti

Sue-NOM he-Acci like-PRES-ADN fact-Acc

namca,
molu-nun]
not.know-ADNmani
'the man who does not know that Sue likes him'
So, in principle, a head noun of a relative clause can be coindexed with a
pronouncontainedin an island, and the schema in (ib) is a possible derivation
as long as there is no extractionfrom within the island. To us, the reason why
the examples in (5) are unacceptableis orthogonalto coreference constraints
on pronouns:they are degradedbecause an extractionhas occurredout of an
island.
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(32) *[Ip Sinsa-ka
[lp wuli pan haksayng-i
gentleman-NOM our class student-NoM
yangpok-ulpo-ass-ta]].
SUit-ACC

see-PAST-DECL

'As for the gentleman,the studentfrom our class saw his
suit.'
The only possible source sentence for (31) then would be (33). But
relativizationof the subjectsinsa 'gentleman'from the relativeclause
would resultin an island violation,hence the ungrammaticalityof (8a).
(33) Wuli pan haksayng-i [NP[IPsinsa-ka
our class student-NoM
gentleman-NOM
ej ip-un]
yangpok-uljI po-ass-ta.
ej wear-ADN SUit-ACCj

see-PAsT-DECL

'The studentfrom our class saw the suit thatthe gentleman
wore.'
Examples (13a-b) and (14c) are ruled out for the same reason:
a correspondingdouble nominative source sentence cannot be constructedfor any of them (as illustratedin (34)), and alternativederivations that are not based on double nominativeswould involve extraction out of islands.
(34) a. *Chayk-i ai-ka

pappu-ta.

book-NOM kid-NoM busy

'As for the book, the kid is busy.'
b. *Senmwul-i salam-i
Seoul-ey iss-ta.
present-NOMperson-NOM Seoul-Loc be-DECL

'As for the present,the person is in Seoul.'
c. *Cakka-ka John-i
sosel-ul Mary-eykey
writer-NOMJohn-NoM novel-ACC Mary-DAT
cwu-ess-ta.
give-PAST-DECL

'As for the writer,John gave the novel to Mary.'
Note that this restrictionon "double relative clause" formation
completely rules out the resumptivepronounanalysis.If "double relative clauses" could arise simply throughthe use of resumptivepronouns, there should be no restrictionon "double relative clause" formation and examples like (31) as well as the correspondingexamples
with overt pronounsas in (35) should be grammatical.'0

10In defense of the resumptive pronoun analysis of "double relative
clauses," an anonymous reviewer observes that the example in (31) should
not be judged as ungrammatical,but merely as difficult to process because
wuli pan haksayng-i'our class student-NoM',which is the subjectof the higher
clause, can be misinterpretedas the subjectof the lower clause. However,recall
that a relative clause such as (iia) in footnote 3 is perfectly acceptable even
though misinterpretingthe subject is also in principle possible. Further,even
if we rule out the possibilityof misinterpretingthe subject,by placingan adjunct
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(35) *?[Rcl wuli pan haksayng-i [RC, ku-kai ip-un]
our class student-NOM

he-NoMi wear-ADN

yangpok-ulpo-n]

sinsai
see-ADN gentlemani
SUit-ACC
'the gentlemaniwhose clothes a student from our class
saw [hei] was wearing'

The question then is why "double relative clauses" cannot employ
the resumptivepronounstrategy.We alreadyshowed in section 1 that
the use of resumptive pronouns (if possible) is highly restrictedin
complex NPs and adjunctclauses. We can now conclude that it is just
as restrictedin relative clauses.
The merit of our analysis becomes clearer when we compare it
with Na and Huck's (1993) analysis of (36a) and (37a). These examples are both well formedeven thoughthereis no subordinaterelation
between salam 'person' and kwamok 'course', or between chinkwu
'friend' and sonye 'girl'.
(36) a. [[pomhakki-ey kaluchi-l] salam-i
kyelcengtoy-n]
spring.term-inteach-ADNperson-NOM
determine-ADN
kwamok
course
'the course such that the person who will teach [it] in
spring term has been determined'
b. Ku kwamok-i salam-i
kyelcengtoy-ess-ta.
the course-NOM
person-NoMdetermine-PAsT-DEcL
'As for the course, the person has been determined.'
(37) a. [[chinha-n] chinkwu-kamanh-un]sonye
close-ADNfriend-NOMmany
girl
'the girl who has many close friends'
b. Ku sonye-ka chinkwu-kamanh-ta.
the girl-NoMfriend-NoMmany-DECL
'As for the girl, she has many friends.'

thatcanonlymodifythehigherverbbetweenthesubjectandthelowerrelative
clause,we do not improveacceptability.
(i) */??[RC, wulipan haksayng-ichangmwun-ulo
[RC2ei ej ip-un]
our class student-NoMwindow-through
ei ej wear-ADN
yangpok-uljpo-n] sinsai
SUit-ACCq see-ADNgentlemani
'the gentleman [RC, whoi the studentfrom our class saw the suit
[RC, whichj ei wore ej]]'
'the gentleman who the student from our class saw throughthe
window the suit which [he] wore'
Of the 10 native speakerswe consulted, 8 speakersjudged (i) ungrammatical,
and 2 speakersjudged it marginal. Moreover, both speakers who judged it
marginaljudged (3)-(4) acceptable,confirming the sharpcontrastin acceptability between the two types of configurations.We thinkthis contrastdeserves
a grammaticalanalysis.
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To account for (36), Na and Huck make an extra proposal that the
relative clause in (36a) pomhakki-eykaluchi-l salam 'the person who
will teach in the springterm' is derived from a compoundwordpomhakkikangsa 'springterminstructor'as in (38), througha morphological process. (38) satisfies the semanticconditionof clause (b) of their
ArgumentCondition:pomhakkikangsa 'springterminstructor'is thematically subordinateto kwamok'course'. But the natureof this morphological process is far from clear.
(38) pomhakkikangsa-ka
kyelcengtoy-n kwamok
determine-ADN
spring.terminstiructor-NoM
course
'the course such that the spring term instructorhas been
determined'
To accountfor (37), Na andHuckintroducean interpretive-levelrepresentationcalled Full Interpretationand assign the structurein (39) for
(37a).
(39) [1p,ei
ei

[NPIIP2

ei ej chinha-n] chinkwu-kaj]manh-un]
ei ej close-ADN friend-NOMj many-ADN

sonye,

girli
'the girl who the friends [she] is close to are many'
'the girl who has many close friends'
They propose that in (39), the empty category es in the embedded
clause IP2 is first topicalized and then becomes the argumentof the
higher relative clause predicatemanh-un'many'. Thus, the subjectis
no longer an argumentof the lower clause predicatechinha 'be close'.
This process then satisfies the syntacticconditionof clause (a) of their
Argument Condition:that is, a gap in the relative clause should be
coindexed with the relative head. But the question remains what the
applicable domain of this syntactic process is and how a topicalized
element can turn into an argumentof the higher predicatefrom the
lower predicate.
Note however that to account for (36a) and (37a), our syntactic
analysis requiresneither such a powerful morphologicalprocess nor
an escape hatch for an additionalsyntactic or semantic process. The
only thing we need to check is whether the highest predicateallows
a multiplenominativeconstructionor not. On our account,the relative
clauses in (36a) and (37a) are formedby relativizingthe first nominative NP from the double nominative sentences in (36b) and (37b)."1
1l An anonymous
reviewerpointsoutthattheIP-adjoined
nominative
NP
tends to be definite, but the head noun in "double relative clauses" does not
necessarily have this tendency. We note that in relative clauses, it is not the
head noun that is extracted, but an empty operator.This extraction has the
semanticeffect of turningthe relativeclause into a predicatetype. It has nothing
to do with definiteness and hence the question of the head noun inheritingthe
definitenessof the sourceposition of the empty operatordoes not arise. Rather,
the definitenessof the head noun will dependon the context in which the noun
phrase (with the relative clause) occurs within the sentence or the discourse.
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Finally, our analysis also predictsthat if a languagehas a double
nominative constructionand allows pro drop of the sorts presented
here, it should have apparent"double relative clauses." This prediction is borne out by the fact thatJapanesehas similartypes of relative
clauses. The acceptabilityof such relativeclauses is reportedby Kuno
(1973:239, (20)), as illustratedin (40).
(40) a. [[kite-iru] yoohuku-gayogorete-iru]sinsi
gentleman
wearing-is SUit-NoM
dirty-is
'gentlemanwho the suit [he] is wearing is dirty'
b. [RC, ei [RC2 proi ej kite-iru] yoohuku-gaj
ei
proi ej wearing-is SUit-NOMj
yogorete-iru]sinsii
dirty-is
gentlemani
In our analysis, sinsi 'gentleman' has been relativized from the first
nominativeNP of the predicateyogorete-iru 'is dirty', and the second
nominativeNP yoohuku-ga'SUit-NOM' is modifiedby a relativeclause
that contains a pro subject that is coindexed with the first nominative
NP.
4 Conclusion
In this squib, we have argued that the "double relative clause" in
Koreanis derivedfrom a double nominativeconstructionby relativizing the first nominative NP from an IP-adjoinedposition. We have
also noted thatJapanese,anotherlanguagethathas double nominative
constructionsand pro drop, allows a similar type of relativization.
Underour analysis,thereis no island violationin the apparent"double
relativeclause" formation.Therefore,the operatormovementanalysis
for relative clauses in Koreancan be maintained.
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